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"When she's not out patrolling or
slapping the cuffs on hoodlums,
Officer Mitchell is the lead singer in
[a] contemporary rock band..."
- Mary Beth Keene, Page 11
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Student takes
her own life
By Matt Shaer
Assistant News Editor
Less than a year after a male
student killed himself in the
woods behind Gannett Hall, sui-
cide has claimed the life of
another member of the
University of Maine community.
Kelly MacKenzie, 20, of
Oakland, Maine, was found hang-
ing from a tree beside Lengyel
field Friday, Oct. 12. According
to police reports, a group of three
students walking through south
campus found MacKenzie at
10:12 p.m., and notified Public
Safety immediately.
A medical examiner later ruled
the cause of death to be suicide.
MacKenzie, who began her
studies at UMaine in the spring
of 2001, was a first-year unde-
clared major in the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences. She
was a resident in Stodder Hall.
MaQKAnzie was also a mem-
ber of the University Singers.
"The Singers is not just a
group," Jason Wheeler, president of
the University Singers, said. "It is a
very tight-knit family and the loss
of Kelly from our family leaves a
great void and feelings from grief to
anger. Kelly will be missed."
She was a 1999 graduate of
Messalonskee High School and
took time off before college to
tour with the group Up With
People.
"The loss of a student is
devastating to a community
like ours. Our thoughts and
our sympathies are with
Kelly's family and friends."
UMaine President Peter S.
Hoff wrote in a statement
released Saturday.
MacKenzie's death comes as
a shock to the UMaine adminis-
tration, who had recently held
open depression screenings and
begun counseling sessions for
students as a part of Mental
Illness Awareness Week.
"We do a lot of programs
about depression and suicide pre-
vention," Robert Dana, senior
associate Dean of Students and
Community Life said. "Every
time We have a 'suicide, it helps
us to pick up our heads and see if
we should change focus or add
more programs."
Dana added that although it
may seem like there have been a
great deal of suicides on the
Orono campus, the university is
on average with other schools
countrywide in that respect.
Dana said a formal memorial
service is being planned.
Anyone who would like to
talk about this incident or any
other mental health issues can
contact the Counseling Center by
visiting Cutler Health Center or
calling the center at 581-1392.
Flowers lie on the side of the road near a tree on Lengel
Field, where University of Maine student Kelly Mackenzie
took her own life Friday evening.
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Maine Center for the Arts faces tight budget
Native American canoe damaged
By Julia Hall
Staff Reporter
A Penobscot canoe on dis-
play in the Hudson Museum at
the Maine Center for the Arts
was found to be damaged recent-
ly. Although the exact date of the
incident is not known, officials
say it happened sometime in late
September.
The canoe, which dates back
to 1888, was on display in the
museum's Maine Native
American exhibition. At one
time the canoe belonged to the
Bangor Historical Society. For
years, it sat in a barn in
Orrington, Maine before it was
brought to the Hudson Museum.
Last fall, the museum received a
grant to stabilize and repair the
canoe. After making it fit for dis-
play, it was moved to the exhibi-
tion in December of 2000.
A rope barrier surrounded the
canoe, which was situated at eye-
level with onlookers. Someone
managed to reach over and put
considerable weight on the
canoe. This caused a number of
the repairs the museum had made
to the canoe to crack.
It is not known if the incident
5ee CANOE on pogo 5
By Julia Hall
Staff Reporter
Each year, students pay for
two free tickets to the Maine
Center for the Arts through the
comprehensive fee. With this
system, students have their
choice of all but one show per
year to see. But the show stu-
dents can not see for free, the
MCA's gala event, is the biggest
show of the year.
The comprehensive fee —
$223.50 per semester for full
time students — is distributed to
different programs and organiza-
tions on campus. The MCA
receives 2.6 percent of the fee,
which is not enough to cover its
yearly expenses.
In addition to show program
fees, the MCA must pay for artist
fees, advertising and promotion,
production fees, maintenance
and security. On average, yearly
expenses for the MCA total
between $160,000 and $180,000.
Last year, the MCA made
$83,752 from students through
the comprehensive fee, students
who bought rush tickets just
before shows and students who
paid full price for tickets.
According to Adele Adkins,
assistant director of external
affairs for the MCA, the MCA
lost $86,500 in revenue to stu-
dents who used their free tickets
or student discount. Adkins pre-
diets the MCA will be short even
more this year.
"Just based on Tap Dogs, we
are going to be out $10,000 to
$20,000," Adkins said.
Tap Dogs, a show which ran
twice during Family and Friends
Weekend, sold out both shows.
The MCA has 28 shows planned
for this year, and students can go
to all but one for free.
The gala event, which is held
every year, hosted Mandy
Patinkin in Concert, Saturday
night. This year, the gala event
was Mandy Patinkin in Concert.
"The money we make with
the gala helps to underwrite other
Soo MCA on pop 2
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Mail workers tested
for anthrax
MIAMI — U.S. Postal workers
who handled mail for delivery to
American Media Inc. are being
interviewed by the FBI and tested
for possible exposure to anthrax,
following disclosures that a second
AMI mailroom employee was
exposed to the bacteria.
The interviews began on the
same day that a top FBI official in
Washington, D.C. announced
anthrax spores were found inside
the company's first-floor mailroom.
Previously, anthrax had only been
found on the computer keyboard of
Robert Stevens, the photo editor
who died one week ago.
Investigators cautioned that they
have no specific evidence indicating
the anthrax attacks at the supermar-
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ket tabloid publishing company
involved mail or packages. But they
said such a line of inquiry was only
"natural" given where the employ-
ees worked.
Experts say it would be difficult
but not impossible for pulmonary
anthrax, which killed Stevens, to be
spread through the mail.
Bush: Enemies on
the run
WASHINGTON, D.C. —
Warplanes relentlessly pounded
Afghanistan, the FBI sounded a
high alert about possible new ter-
ror attacks and President George
W. Bush stood before the world
Thursday night and said this
about America's enemies:
"We've got them on the run."
In his first formal White
House press conference during
prime television time, the presi-
dent said he didn't know if
Osama bin Laden, whom he
called "the evil one," was "dead
or alive." But he vowed once
again that the suspected terrorist
leader and his al-Qaida network
would be brought to justice —
even though "it may take a year
or two."
He offered the Taliban, bin
Laden's protectors, one more
chance to "cough him up" and
save their people and their coun-
try more destruction and death.
-You still have a second chance,"
the president said. "Just bring
him in."
Bush also announced creation
of America's Fund for Afghan
Children, a humanitarian aid pro-
gram patterned after the March
of Dimes. The president asked
each American, especially chil-
dren, to contribute $1 to help
starving, destitute Afghan chil-
dren.
Reports compiled from KRT
Catnpus news.
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UM research blown away
New technology could make drawing blood obsolete
By Meredith Holt ure nitric oxide would be quick uate students from the depart-
For The Maine Campus to use and could be done in the ments of physics, chemistry,
field rather than in a hospital, electrical engineering, computer
Police officers often use Robert J. Lad, a UMaine physics engineering and chemical engi-
breathalyzers to detect alcohol in professor, said. The device is not neering, Lad said.
a culprit's system, but simply .ready for field deployment yet The person's breath is meas-
breathing into a device can because it is still in the research ured by electrical charges.
reveal much more than traces of stages, he said. "The sensor operates by moni-
alcohol. University of Maine Research on sensor technolo- toring electrical charges in the thin
researchers have been working gy at UMaine began with a grant film coating on the sensor that are
on a device dubbed the "breath from the Defense Advanced caused by specific chemical reac-
print" for the past two years. The Research Project Agency two tions. The magnitude of the elec-
breath print can diagnose a wide decades ago and has been carried trical change is proportional to the
range of respiratory diseases, out in the Laboratory for Surface Nitrous Oxide concentration,"
With further research and devel- Science & Technology. The tech- Lad said.
opment, it may be able to alert nical name of the device which He said nitric oxide is the key
the patient of high levels of cho- has been worked on for the past to understanding the process of
lesterol or exposure to a sub- two years is the Gas the GC FT-ICR MS because it
stance hazardous to the body. Chromatography Fourier gets into the respiratory system
This device could take the Transform Ion Cyclotron quickly as a person exhales.
place of blood tests. The new tech- Resonance Mass Spectrometry, "A potentially important sig-
nology is more reliable, Touradj or GC FT-ICR MS for short. nature of early human exposure
Soloulci, a chemistry professor at The UMaine research team to biological pathogens is exha-
the University of Maine, said. has three key players from differ- lation of abnormal amounts of
"False negatives and false ent departments: Lad in physics, nitric oxide," Soloulci said.
positives will be minimized in Brian Frederik in chemistry and Nitrogen, carbon dioxide,
this approach," he said. Solould in chemistry. Each pro- acetone, ethanol and isoprene are
"Someday, once the correlations fessor contributes knowledge of some of the many compounds
are established, a wealth of infor- a specific aspect of the breath present in exhaled human breath,
mation could be provided." print process. They have also even in healthy people. As the
Once a commercial sensor is been working in collaboration body reacts to illness or environ-
integrated into medical society, with Maine Medical Center in mental exposures, the levels of
further information could be Portland. Other collaborators these compounds may change,
derived from its use. A small include post-doctoral students, which could be indicated by an
portable sensor device to meas- graduate students and undergrad- advanced breath print.
Police
BE
By Kyle Webster
Staff Reporter
From the Old Town Pollee
Department:
A woman was arrested
Thursday, Oct. 11, at 10:50
p.m. A warrant was standing
for the arrest of Hollyrae Pond,
20, due to her failure to pay
fines resulting from her operat-
ing a vehicle after the suspen-
sion of her license. She was
found at her home in Old Town
and escorted to Penobscot
County Jail.
, A summons was issued fol-
lowing a false 911 call
Wednesday, Oct. 10, at 8:35
p.m. Old Town police officers
ran a welfare check following a
911 call made from the Randall
UMaine
Community
Cops
residence located in Old Town.
Upon arrival, Katrina Randall,
20, explained that her child
dialed the number while playing.
The officers then detected the
faint odor of marijuana and ques-
tioned her about it. Randall
admitted to having just smoked
up with her mother-in-law. She
produced a pipe but explained
that all of the usable marijuana
was gone. She was issued a sum-
mons for possession of drug
paraphernalia.
A man was arrested following
an incident in downtown Old
Town on Saturday, Oct. 6, at
12:45 a.m. An officer stopped a
man on a bike who had run
through a red light without stop-
ping. The rider, Kevin Violette,
25, then began screaming pro-
fanities and yelling at the officer.
A second officer arrived and
was likewise harassed. The
officers began writing him mul-
tiple summons. At this point
Violette, who had admitted to
being partially drunk, threw his
backpack at the officers and
said he assumed they wanted to
check it as well. The bag struck
one of the officers in the leg.
The man was then placed under
arrest for disorderly conduct
and taken to the Penobscot
County Jail. He also received a
summons for running a red
light while on a bike.
MCA
shows," Adkins said.
In the past, the student com-
prehensive fee paid for fewer
shows than it does now. Adkins
says initially, students couldn't
use their free tickets to see shows
that were classified as "special
events."
"Students couldn't see 'My
Fair Lady' without paying full
price," Adkins said.
Three years ago, the MCA
stopped categorizing shows into
"special events" and made all
shows with the exception of the
gala available for students to
attend using their free tickets.
John Patches, the director of
the MCA, hopes students will
not be turned off by the fact that
they cannot use their free tickets
for the gala event.
"The gala serves a purpose.
Our budget is only 2.6 percent
of the comprehensive fee.
That's pretty minuscule,"
Patches said.
Patches added there are many
good shows which students can
see for free this year.
from page 1
"Every show we have this
year is really top drawer,"
Patches said.
Along with the money made
from the gala, the' MCA must
raise approximately 65 percent
of its remaining expenses
through private donations and
'corporate funding.
Patches urged students with
questions or concerns to stop by
the MCA at any time.
"We have an open door poli-
cy," Patches said. "Give us an
update on how we're doing."
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Suite style dorm slated for Hilltop
CAMPUS PHOTO • BRYAN MAFI UK
Caution tape lines trees on the edge of the woods behind Doris Twitchell Allen Village,
where construction has begun for a new suite-style dormitory.
The new suite-style dorm will be located near DTAV and across from Oxford Hall.
By Kristin Saunders
For The Maine Campus
Students at the University
of Maine seeking alternative
on-campus living will soon
have a new residence complex
to choose from. Doris Allen
Twitchell Village II is now in
its third week of construction
and is expected to be open for
students to move in by the fall
of 2003.
DTAV II has been designed as
a cross between York Village and
DTAV with the intention to give
students their own space,
Andrew Matthews, director of
Housing Services, said.
"DTAV II is intended to create
a special space designed for
upper class students," Matthews
said.
Through the use of focus
groups and knowing double-sin-
gles are in high demand, the con-
cept of apartments within a dor-
mitory-type building was estab-
lished. Each apartment will have
GRAPHIC COURTESY OF FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
a common room, a kitchen and a
bathroom. Every apartment is
designed to have only four resi-
dents with either four single
rooms or two double rooms.
The plan calls for approxi-
mately 200 beds, with about 2/3
of the suits composed of single
rooms, Matthews said.
DTAV IL is going to be a two
story building that will be locat-
ed below DTAV and across the
street from Oxford Hall. The
building was designed to draw
from elements of both buildings
and use similar materials,
Matthews said.
The basketball court located
on the work site of the new
building will be moved across
the street. A quad area will be
created between DTAV and the
new DTAV II, with trees being
added to compensate for the trees
being removed for the project.
Matthews said. No on-site park-
ing will accompany the new
DTAV II will have some new
state-of-the-art amenities. All
the entrance doors will accept
MaineCards, allowing residents
to enter their apartment with just
their MaineCard instead of keys.
The new building will come
equipped with up-to-date "life
safety systems," including a
sprinkler system. There are also
specialized handicapped accessi-
ble suites built into the plan.
Each apartment will come
with a full kitchen, a stove, sink
and refrigerator, as well as the
standard ease goods for each
bedroom: bed, dresser and desk.
It has not yet been finalized what
will be in the common room for
furniture, Matthews said. The
apartments will he "private and
modest, he said."
Matthews believes that the
division of four people to each
apartment will make for a pleas-
ant living situation and easier to
keep people together.
DTAV II is a temporary name
for the project. There is no per-
manent name slated yet. It is
also unknown when or if a
ground breaking ceremony will
take place, Matthews said.
LEGAL
Affairs
Attorney Ted Curtis
Q. So here I am driving
down the road and some cop
decides he's going to pull me
over. I turn down my Strange
Pleasure CD to ask him what
his problem is, and he tells me
I was speeding! I ask him as
polite as peaches "well let me
see your gun there" and he has
the nerve to say "no." Don't I
have some legal right to view
the radar gun?
A. Under Maine law, there
is no requirement that the police
officer must allow you to see the
radar reading. This decision rests
solely with the officer and is such
for the sake of safety of the officer.
However, you can always request
to view the reading, but your suc-
cess is not guaranteed.
An individual charged with
alleged speeding has the right to
request a hearing to determine
whether that individual was
speeding or not. Although an indi-
vidual could obtain the assistance
of an attorney, self-representation
is also possible.
An appropriate source of guid-
ance is "How to Beat Police Radar
and do it Legally," by Rex Power.
This book provides information
on how to defend yourself in such
proceedings and explains how
radar works. Check at Fogler
Library for additional assistance.
Remember that, unless the speed-
ing was at least 30 mph over the
limit, the violation is civil, not
criminal. Repeat performance
may bring a suspension letter from
the Secretary of State.
Q. Recently I was charged
with possession of a usable
amount of marijuana. I've heard
that I may lose my financial aid
over this. Can you help?
A. This is an issue that con-
tinues to concern students.
Experimenting with drugs is
never a smart choice and I hope
you have learned an important
lesson. However, federal law is
somewhat forgiving in your case.
To fully answer your question,
you need to understand a bit
about the 1998 Amendment to
the Higher Education Act and
how Maine law applies to it.
The HEA regulates how stu-
dents who have been convicted of
possessing or selling illegal drugs
in criminal cases receive federal
financial aid. The law allows for
early resumption of eligibility
upon completion of a drug reha-
bilitation program. Convictions
that are no longer on your record
or that were juvenile offenses,
will not count against you.
The completion of an approved
drug rehabilitation program or time
passing after a single conviction
(one year for possession, two years
for selling) can reinstate eligibility
for federal money. If there are mul-
tiple convictions, reinstatement of
eligibility is a bit more complex
and requires losing your financial
aid for a greater period of time.
However there is good news.
Possession of a usable amount of
marijuana is not a criminal
offense in Maine. You were
charged with a civil infraction,
not a criminal offense. Therefore,
in your case, you remain eligible
for federal financial aid. When
you fill out the federal fmancial
aid form you should not indicate
that you have a conviction. Try
drinking coffee or tea next time
and avoid any further problems
with illegal drugs — Good luck!
Legal Services of Student
Government are provided by
Attorney Theodore S. Curtis, Jr.
and, until the Memorial Union
construction is completed, may be
accessed directly or by appoint-
ment at 581-1789 or 866-3033 or
on First Class: Theodore Curtis.
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Cadillac Mountain Sports
STORE WIDE GAMBLER'S SALE
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Lowest Marked Price!
11% Off •
Friday, October 19th 47111/0
22% Off Die for ExtraDiscounts!Roll a
Saturday, October 20th
33% Off otiva SMr
Sunday, October 21st
Take a chance on getting the best discount, there is no fine print and nothing to lose!
- 26 Cottage Street 32 High Street 6 Central Street
Bar Harbor Ellsworth Bangor
288-4532 667-7819 941-5670
Cadillac's Patagonia
39 Cottage Street, Bar Harbor
288-0682
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• • 4
YOU WON'T
BELIEVE
WHAT YOU'LL
SEE IN YOUR
EMAIL!!!
1 . ,--: 0 IN
yw' 11 te shocked to get the latest college nevs, including si.orts updates,
:.arrpus events and more sent direct to your e-mail. For FREE. It's the e-News
you need to know, when you need to know it. So go to our newspaper web
site, Driliand REGISTER TODAY. It's surprisingly easy.
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Freshmen
pick up
addictive
habits
By Mike Gibson
For The Maine Campus
The surgeon general warns
smoking causes heart disease,
emphysema, lung cancer and
causes complications in pregnan-
cies. However, according to the
American Lung Association,
more and more college freshmen
are picking up the habit.
Ken Nadeau, a doctor at
Cutler Health Center, says peer
pressure is often to blame.
"One of the primary reasons
for freshmen to start smoking is
peer pressure. Being away from
home for the first time and with-
out adult supervision also attrib-
utes to this," Nadeau said.
Many students agree.
"I had friends that started to
smoke when they got into high
school to try to fit in. In college
people are trying to meet other
new people and if they smoke
they have at least one thing in
common," Bob Dugan, a first-
year student, said.
Although peer pressure and
being away from home for the
first time are reasons why many
college freshmen smoke their
first cigarette, many students
simply feel that it relieves stress.
Freshmen students are adjusting
Canoe
was accidental or intentional.
Steve Whittington, the director
of the Hudson Museum, said the
damage was so extensive that it
might have been purposeful.
Whittington says the museum
has been able to upgrade its secu-
rity systems but some things
can't be prevented.
"The best museums in the
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While smoking is one of the most addictive habits, college freshmen are still sucumbing to the pressure.
to a completely different lifestyle
and more difficult classes.
Smoking often provides an out-
let.
Others contend that smoking
is a sign of freedom.
"Many kids who start smok-
ing cigarettes as college fresh-
men are trying to prove that they
have all the freedom in the
world. Now that they don't live
with their mother and father they
can make their own rules,"
Jeffery Dome, a first-year stu-
dent, said.
Smoking and drinking often
go hand in hand. Alcohol lowers
inhibitions, and many students
under the influence are more
likely to smoke a cigarette if
offered.
Although there are many rea-
sons for college freshmen to start
smoking, there are more reasons
to quit or not even start at all.
The dangers of smoking are well
documented, but many students
are willing to take the risk.
Smoking is viewed as one of
the most difficult habits to break.
Nadeau said that there is a trend
in those who attempt to quit.
"The students who come to
Cutler and seek some sort of help
or guidance in smoking cessation
are often upperclassmen."
from page 1
world have faced security
issues," said Whittington.
"Despite your best efforts to pro-
tect, something can be broken."
Whittington says the damage is
likely to be 1000s of dollars in
value. The museum is now looking
to repair the canoe and is consider-
ing putting the artifact somewhere
it is not as easily accessible.
don't believe
everything
you feel.
You've been pulled from the world you once
knew. There's a reason for it. It's depression.
Its very prevalent. But its also very treatable.
TREAT DEPRESSION
#1 Cause of SI1( icie
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ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!!
WE WOULD LIKE TO ANNOUNCE
PHYSICAL THERAPY SERVICES AT
CUTLER HEALTH CENTER.
*You do not need to go off campus to receive any
therapy services that your doctor recommends.
*We offer convenient, flexible scheduling around
your classes.
*There are licensed physical and occupational
therapists on campus at Cutler Health Center.
For more information, or to set up an appointment,
you may call Cutler Health Center and ask for
Renee at
581-4000
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In times
of need
A common feeling during the
aftermath of the terrorist bomb-
ings was that our university
would come together in these
uncertain times to lend support to
the people on campus affected by
this tragedy.
In light of the events this
weekend, the need to offer sup-
port to our fellow "community"
members has come to the fore-
front once again.
But the truth is, tragedies or
not, we are already a community.
We are 10,000 people living,
learning and growing on a small
plot of land in Orono, Maine.
And we are a family.
Despite the fact that you
may not know the student you
pass on the way to your 9 a.m.
class, they are a part of this
community with you. They're
your shoulder to cry on, they're
your ear to listen, they're a
friend. You just may not know
it yet.
If, while you are a part of
this community, things ever
seem too much to handle—be it
overwhelming classwork, trou-
bling family matters or depress-
ing evening news—find some-
one to talk to. The Counseling
Center is always ready to help
anyone in his or her time of
need. More importantly, howev-
er, the students and members of
the university community are
here to listen.
Your education as a student
will end up being what you put
into your time here but your
growth as a person is a result of
the UMaine community.
Correction
In the Thursday, Oct. 11 edi-
torial, The Maine Campus said
Matt Walsh was one of the play-
ers dismissed from the men's ice
hockey team. The player dis-
missed, however, was Justin
Barauskas.
What the 1980s taught me
The decade of denim was much better for getting laid
Whatever happened to those
old 1980s comedies where ugly
dudes got chicks? Back then, it
wasn't important what the guy
looked like. Back when women
in film just had sex with guys
because they felt sorry for them.
Like in the early Jon Cryer /
Demi Moore film "No Small
Affair," where the main charac-
ter is an ugly, whiny photogra-
pher who is in love with Demi's
character. After helping her get
her music career off the ground
with the help of his life savings,
he whines his way into her pants
the night before she goes to L.A.
forever. It was a blatant pity
screw. For more pity screws
MARK
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check out the "Porky's" series.
"Weird theScience,"
"Meatballs" legacy or any '80s
flick that involves teenagers and
hookers that inevitably give out
freebies.
Films have been phasing out
ugly dudes and pity screws. In
the '90s and now the ...uh
'00s, guys in films have to work
twice as hard to get the girl by
the end of 90 minutes and it isn't
even guaranteed that they'll get
any from her. Sometimes all that
work gets them a kiss and a
promise of more to come later,
off screen.
Maybe it is because the late
'60s and '70s were all about
"free love" and it didn't matter
who you were, you just got laid.
So the '80s caught the tail end of
that "free love" thing and it was
still possible to get Demi Moore
if you were Jon Cryer or to get
any girl if you were Corey
Feldman, star of "Meatballs 4"
(see above).
People are very skeptical when
See PITY SCREW page 7
Letters to the Editor
'MAINE BOUND
Lately a host of dilemmas
seem to have arisen, in the world
at large and in our own micro-
cosm at the University of Maine.
At the university, restructuring
of the Division of Student
Affairs has left a wake of dam-
age and UMaine's formerly
world-class outdoor program is
one of the casualties. We want to
change that.
Maine Bound's synthesis of
credit courses with an extensive
field-oriented leadership training
has produced a state-of-the-art
recreational program and placed
the program on the leading edge
of outdoor leadership since
1983.
Though under-funded since
its conception, Maine Bound's
leadership program and its
course offerings have historical-
ly rivaled and surpassed those of
other leading college outdoor
programs like Cornell and
Princeton. UMaine instructors
have had access to top-notch
training and students have had
access to white-water kayaking,
sea kayaking, ropes course,
wilderness medicine, rock
climbing and mountaineering
courses lead by highly-qualified,
in-house instructors.
All this has changed. The
restructuring of Student Affairs
has placed administrators in
charge of the program who are
less skilled in outdoor leadership
than an entry-level Maine Bound
apprentice. The administration's
infatuation with itself has lead to
See LETTERS page 7
The Bench
A letter to the president
PHOTO EDITOR
Dear Sir,
How are you today? I'm
doing super. I would like to take
advantage of the little free time I
have to write you a letter and let
you know how things are going
here in Maine. As I am sure you
are aware of the "Maine connec-
tion" to the events of Black
Tuesday, the attacks by the evil
ones really hit close—probably
closer than Texas.
But I wanted to assure you that
while you and my government are
wielding the big stick of enduring
justice upon the evil doers over-
seas, I am going about my normal
life. Although I have already
spent your rebate check on gas a
couple of months ago, I.wanted to
let you know that I have, in addi-
tion, purchased five army-grade
gas masks and biochemical suits
just in case the evil ones come to
Orono. While I don't believe, like
you, that the terrorists would be
cowardly enough to incite mas-
sive biological warfare upon the
United States, I wanted to do my
part to boost the sagging econo-
my. Even a healthy economy has
periods of decline, right?
I have also bought a pair of
thoroughbred bloodhounds to
accompany me on my daily
walks to McDonalds and the post
office. I figure if their smellin'
sense is good enough to catch
murderers with just a whiff of
their underwear, they'd probably
do just as good with powdery
substances at the post office.
Hell, they'll probably be keen
enough to tell me if they are the
blood-borne or air-borne
pathogen types. But if my pooch
does have a cold that day and the
powdery evil seeps into me, I am
most certain I would survive, on
account of a good patriotic con-
stitution and common sense.
I also wanted to apologize for
not joining the military right
away, on account of me being in
college right now. As soon as I
See BUSH page 7
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Pity screw
they see a movie in which an
unattractive guy gets an attractive
girl. Something doesn't ring true.
In an age where digital effects
have made anything possible,
people are more apt to believe an
alien invasion, dinosaurs coming
back to life or gravity-defying
martial arts before they will
believe that Jason Biggs and
Nadia from "American Pie"
would (almost) get it on or
Natasha Henstridge would go for
Matthew Perry like she did in
"The Whole Nine Yards."
Has our skepticism reached a
new high or have we just become
a more demanding audience?
Perhaps we no longer feel
rewarded when the object of
desire just gives up her booty for
a nobody. We require the female
to be more than just a luscious
body for the having and the male
from page 6
be somebody that actually
deserves her. Men who have to
work for the girls they get and
women who don't automatically
give it up because the guy "stood
up to the bully" or "spent his life
savings to make her dream come
true" or "stalked" her.
What does it all mean? We are
drowning in a sea of teen idols.
In real life, an ugly dude can get
an attractive girl. It happens all
the time. Whether it is because
he has the kind of self confidence
that can mask outward or inward
ugliness or it's because he's a
drug dealer, is unknown. Maybe
it is because he is truly a good
person, like all those '80s movies
teach us, but I find that a little
hard to believe.
Mark Mercier is a senior
English major.
Letters to the editor from page 6
a costly proliferation of mid-
level management at the expense
of education and efficiency. Less
is being done with more.
Courses that once had waiting
lists have been cancelled, reduc-
ing Maine Bound's offerings
from around 200 to about 80.
The nationally-recognized
founding director of Maine
Bound was removed from his
position. Instructors' opportunity
to train has been diminished to
the point that course quality will
soon begin to decline. The stu-
dents of UMaine have not only
lost' access to world-class out-
door programming, they have
Bush
get out, though, I do plan to get
married to the right woman and
buy a new car and house and be
a productive American. Although
I don't own a gun right now, I do
keep a large wooden Buxton bat
by my door in case they decide to
creep up my stairs at night. Like
you sir, I am at full alert.
Last month I gave blood and
currently I stand vigil next to the
TV to see the latest developments
in our war against evil. Just last
week I w,is watching when you
gave congress a talkin' to about
classified information. Sir, I just
wanted to let you know that if
you entrusted me with our
nation's secrets! would be a good
American, keep my trap shut and
not leak anything to the press.
I know that right now you are
getting a bit a flack for all the
also lost peace of mind with
Maine Bound courses. At the
current rate, this will only get
worse.
A once great program with
national recognition is becoming
a national embarrassment. Until
competent leadership is rein-
stalled in the upper echelons of
the Maine Bound administration
this part of the university will
continue to circle the drain.
That's not where Maine should
be bound.
Elizabeth Wilder
Maine Bound staff
Orono
from page 6
money you gave to the airlines
but I think they are dead wrong.
I, personally, don't believe in
pork-barrels and if I had my
choice between guns and butter, I
would choose guns.
I await your reply and the jus-
tieing of Osama bin Laden with
great anticipation. But I am also
a man of great patience and reli-
gious fortitude, so you can take
your time, as I'm sure your desk
is pretty cluttered these •days.
But, in the meantime, I will stand
united and go about my normal
business. Sir, I will be at peace
knowing the best people are on
the job and America is safe from
the evil doers.
Good luck, godspeed,
Jason Canniff
Jason Cannyti is a senior
English major
Your opinion matters.
write a letter
to the editor.
U.S.
The Maine Campus
The plight of the lefty
Southpaws must suffer discrimination from "the Man"
In today's society, terrorist
atrocities, hate crimes and other
outrageous actions have become
commonplace. They are inhu-
man and unconscionable reali-
ties, but there is an evil discrimi-
nation today that is more evil
than any of the terrible things
listed above. Racism, sexism and
any other "ism" you can think of
takes a back seat to the worst
"ism" of them all. That's right, I
am talking about Leftism: dis-
crimination against left-handed
people. The United States, the
rest of the world and even nature
are out to get lefties. This
Leftism must be stopped.
How do we know that Leftism
exists? Take a good look at your
can opener. The tooth of the
right-handed apparatus is on the
left side, necessitating the crank
to be on the right side. Growing
up a left-handed individual, I
often found myself trying in vain
to use my left hand to crank the
can opener while holding the
handles with my right hand.
Much to my disappointment, it
cannot be done. For the next few
formative years of my life, I lost
a bit of self-confidence as a
result of my newly-found fear of
can openers. Of course I am not
the only misfortunate soul to be
affected by Leftism, an evil in
society that is too often over-
looked. The can opener design
was no accident and there are
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
lefty comrades are forced to
assume either first base, pitcher
or outfield, while the righties (or
"the Man," as some have learned
to call them) are free to play any
position they want. A baseball
expert will tell you that this is
true for logistical reasons. They
will cloud your mind with non-
sense about a left-handed third
baseman having to turn his whole
body to throw and losing pre-
cious seconds. Poppycock! It is
merely the left-handed youth of
America being taught that they
are inferior to "the Man." Experts
say that it is reasonable for a
righty to play first base. I say get
out of the lefty territory! Leave us
to our pittance of a spot on the
playing field; let us mull over our
misfortune on the lonely and cold
right side of the infield.
Baseball is not the only villain
in the sports world. Take a look
at the mighty goalie of any pro-
fessional hockey team and notice
which hand is his glove hand.
Nine times out of ten you will
find that the glove hand is the left
hand and the stick hand is the
right hand, meaning the netmin-
masy-oiesea,4*.viaes, rihatwolpvis. is riabt. banded it
that Leftism has gone too far. appalling, but even more shock-
Leftism doesn't end at household
and recreational objects. The
plague reaches much farther.
Take, for instance, our nation-
al pastime, the beloved game of
baseball. It seems innocent
enough: eighteen young lads tak-
ing to the field to partake in a
game of skill and endurance. But
behind the innocent facade of the
great game lies an evil that can-
not be avoided. Take a look at
each position very closely. My
ing is when left-handed goalies
try to buy equipment. Most
stores only stock right-handed
equipment for "the Man," while
lefties are stuck on the bench,
waiting for their equipment to be
special ordered. Woe is the left-
handed goalie, for he is stuck on
the bench, shunned by his team-
mates and cursed by his mighty
right hand. The hand of God—
which, incidentally, is the right
hand—has cursed us lefties until
the end of our days.
History shows that the con-
cept of normalcy has not treated
lefties kindly. In the past, if a
child had a tendency to use his
left hand to write, the teacher
would try to teach the child to
use his right hand instead. If the
child could not learn to use his
right hand, he was seen as men-
tally inferior and often ridiculed
by fellow students. Even today,
lefties are the target of discrimi-
nation. For instance, as I walked
through Memorial Union last
semester, I heard one conversa-
tion centered on a business trans-
action that had taken place
between two men. One of the
men, apparently discussing the
transaction with a friend, com-
mented, "Never trust a man who
signs his name with his left
hand." Shocked and appalled, I
angrily shook my left fist in the
Man's direction in order to make
him feel the wrath of lefties
around the world. Though he
didn't see me shaking my fist,
I'm sure he got the gist of my
anger.
Lefties of the world must
unite to stop "the Man" from
keeping us down. If Leftism
doesn't end soon, Lefties every-
where, though they are a peace-
ful and benevolent people, may
lash out violently and revolt
against their right-handed peers.
Maybe lefties and righties can
coexist and finally see eye to eye
if we are all Willing to compro-
mise. Maybe if we all get togeth-
er, shake hands left handed and
make peace with each other to
work toward the common goal of
empowering lefties to be produc-
tive members of society, the
world will become a little bit of a
better place. And maybe, just
maybe, left-handed can openers
will take the market by storm and
put an end to the madness.
Dan Cavallari is a sophomore
English major
tug. It drives you to the grave.
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THIS GLOSSY POSTER FROM A 1970 ISSUE OF THE MAINE CAMPUS,
SIGNED BY BEST—SELLING AUTHOR STEPHEN KING, COULD BE YOURS...
Just send us your scariest original ghost story. The winner will receive a glossy copy of the above image, signed
by Stephen King, and have his or her work published, in two installments, in the pages of The Maine Campus.
Participants must be registered University of Maine students. Entries must be e-mailed to Kelly Michaud and
Matthew Shaer on FirstClass by noon on Thursday, Oct. 25. Each entry should be no more than 4,000 words,
and must be an original, previously unpublished work. The contest will be judged by four University of Maine
professors. Salaried members of The Maine Campus are not elligible.
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(4Al2.C1-1 21 -AW.1L 20)
An intense phase of past
reflections and emotional wis-
dom arrives. This is a strong time
for ending outdated relationships
or affirming present-day commit-
ments.
TAUIZU6
(APIZ1L 21 -MAY 20)
Family relations and social
discussions may require extra
diplomacy. Expect loved ones to
be moody or easily distracted.
Some Taureans may also discov-
er that a sibling or close friend is
under a mistaken impression.
(MAY 21 -JUNL 21).
Expect colleagues and close
friends to be overly talkative or
excitable. Friends and co-work-
ers will address social misunder-
standings or recent team assign-
ments.
DIVERSIONS
id012.06COPL6
caNcLiz
By Lasha Seniuk
Knight Ridder/Tribune News Service
(JUNL 22-JULY 22)
Past business mistakes and
romantic misunderstandings can
be resolved. Watch for co-work-
ers or lovers to make subtle com-
ments or hint at their innermost
feelings. Don't let these glimpses
into someone else's needs go
unnoticed.
LO
(JULY 23-44 22)
Welcome social warmth and
romantic intimacy. After an inten-
sive phase of baCktracking or
research into past/ relationships,
lovers and frien are willnIg to
act on their fe ings o move
toward a new le 1 of truit.
Vi co
(AUc. 2 3-5LPT 22)
Don't let colleagues or close
friends eclipse your abilities and
accomplishments. Planetary align-
ments indicate that a fellow work-
er may attempt to diminis our
confidence or take here
none is due. Stand ground.
Your strength will be noticed.
LIA
-ocr,
lations
t satisfying. Ept
amitolleagdes to.. lff
table or unpiediciable. Pot* be
derailed, however. Aspects indi-
cate that a new level of honesty
will soon be the result.
6C012P10(OCT.24-49v 22)
Love affairs and long-term
friendships will experience minor
adjustments. Expect close friends
or lovers to initiate intense dis-
cussions. Key issues may involve
intimate details of past relation-
ships or promises for the future.
(NOV 23-PLC 21)
Employment relations or busi-
ness proposals may require added
attention. Expect fast work deci-
slow and new job assignments.
Mazy Sagittarians will begin an
intensIVe phase of career evalua-
tion or workplace negotiations,
•
apzicoizNI
(PLC. 22-JAN. 20)
Your instinct to withdraw
oni business or family nego-
t ati(ns is accurate. This is not
a good time to press for imme-
diate or significant answers
from authority figures. Go
slow and enjoy the emotional
support of friends and loved
ones.
06.0L16.12.1U6
um 21 -f Ll5 19)
Romance old social enjoy-
incnts.e accented. Watch for
frialtioNd unique activities to
a*your attention. Use this
n to plan vacations or
schedule group events. Others
will quickly accept your ideas.
Some Aquarian s may also
encounter an intense flirtation
or romantic prop I
PIOCE_6
(ft_15 20-MAP C1-120)
Work routines may be drain-
ing. At the moment, ongoing
duties may cause many Piseeans
to feel neglected by bosses or mis-
understood by co-workers. Don't
give it more energy than it
deserves. Moody moments and
intense feelings will be difficult to
avoid.
IfY0L112.
13112.11117,64,Y 16
Ti-116 \VLE__4
Expect surprising romantic
changes before the end of this
year. Marital proposals, co-habita-
tion or unique travel plans may all
be on the agenda. New relation-
ships will expand dramatically.
Watch for intense passions and
unusual social triangles over the
next 12 weeks.
For a private consultation,
please visit www.mysticstars.net.
university
bookstore
GRAND OPENING
CELEBRATION
October 1 5 - 20
SIGN UP TO WIN PRIZES IN
OUR DAILY DRAWINGS-
DUFFEL BAG
UMAINE BLACK BEAR
SONY CORDLESS TELEPHONE
GE 2-WAY RADIO SET
SONY CD/RADIO/CASSETTE RECORDER
GRAND PRIZE
27" TOSHIBA STEREO COLOR TV
(GRAND OPENING SPECIALS
25% OFF SWEATSHIRTS
25% OFF GENERAL BOOKS
OCTOBER 15-20
THE BOOKSTORE KICKS OFF THE
CELEBRATION OF THE NEW
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE WITH THE
RIBBON CUTTING CEREMONY
MONDAY, OCTOBER 15TH
12:00 NOON
LIGHT REFRESHMENTS
WILL BE SERVED
12-2 P.M. MONDAY- FRIDAY
BOOKSIGNING
KYRIACOS MARKIDES, AUTHOR OF
THE MOUNTAIN OF SILENCE
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 12- 2 P.M.
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POP Culture at
Shawn Colvin
lands at MCA
By Jason Houle
For The Maine Campus
What do people do on
Tuesday nights anyway?
Looking for something to
make that specific evening a lit-
tle more meaningful? How about
a night out with Shawn Colvin?
No, that's not the guy that
lives down the hall with the
facial tick — it's a 43-year-old
female singer and songwriter
with a style riding between folk
and pop.
Colvin will appear at 7 p.m.
on Tuesday, Oct. 17, at the Maine
Center for the Arts as part of
"Women's Week: Stay
Amazing." The University of
Maine is one of many stops on a
tour to promote her new album,
"A Whole New You."
Colvin's new album, which hit
shelves March 27, includes song
titles such as "Matter of
Minutes," "A Whole New You"
and "Another Plane Went Down."
The record also includes guest
appearances by music legend
James Taylor and Edie Brickell.
The multiple Grammy award-
winning artist is most famous for
her 1996 release "A Few Small
Repairs." This included the
character-driven hit single
"Sunny Came Home," which
earned the accomplished singer
multi-platinum success.
While Colvin is well known
for her lengthy hiatuses between
albums the most recent break
was five years — she has proven
that the wait is worth it, giving
herself and her fans thought-pro-
voking lyrics which breathe
meaning into her music and cre-
ate a worthwhile experience. Her
lyrics show a deeper meaning,
and have been compared to the
likes of Emily Dickinson.
Her musical presence on stage
can be coined as an emotional
journey, in which the listener is
dragged into her personal world
of sentimental story telling.
Tickets range from $18 to $25
and can be purchased by calling
the MCA box office at 581-1755.
Hudson Museum brings
world glimpse to UMaine
By Catle Joyce
Copy Editor
From artifacts to photographs
to paintings, the three new
exhibits at the Hudson Museum
explore different cultures and
their people through very differ-
ent methods.
On the first floor. "Cosmos in
Clay: Ancient Ceramics and
Gold from Panama," arranges
some of the pieces from the
William P. Palmer Ill collection.
Palmer, a 1958 graduate of
UMaine had an extensive col-
lection of prehispanic artifacts
from Mexico and Central
America. which he donated to
the museum.
The exhibit is comprised of
40 ceramics and nine gold
objects dating between A.D. 500
and 1520 and excavated from
sites in present day Panama. The
exhibit is divided into five
groups based on their design
motifs: The Boa and the Iguana,
Abstract Designs, Birds and
Bats,. Water-related Creatures
and Contact with the
Supernatural.
The next exhibit starts at the
base of the stairs and continues
up the ramp to the third floor.
"Rhythms of Creation: A
Family's Impressions of
Indigenous Peoples of the
World" is a collection of photo-
graphs from the Baxter family,
related to Percival Baxter, the
creator of Baxter State Park.
The exhibit starts with a hand-
made album containing photo-
graphs of the Wabanaki tribe,
taken by Connie Baxter. The
albums are placed throughout the
exhibit and showcase several
indigenous tribes of America.
Jack Baxter's exhibit, "People
and Places from around the
World," displays photographs of
the indigenous people of
Ecuador, New Guinea, Nepal,
India, Northern Thailand,
Morocco, China and Japan. Jack
Baxter wrote in the text going
along with his exhibit, "For me,
the great joy of traveling is to
Si. HUDSON is page 12
— Java Jive — Maggie, Pierce and EJ at 8 p.m. on
Tuesday, Oct. 16, at Union Central. The event is free.
— Booksigning — Kyriacos Markides, author of "The
Mountain of Silence: A Search for Orthodox Spirituality,"
from noon to 2 p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 17, at the Bookstore.
Topics run deep
in lecture series
By Rachel Kennedy
Staff Writer Reporter
Knowledge. can't ' be baited
from a single fish pond with one
kind of worm, so the philosophy
department has graciously added
another lure.
The department has created a
philosophy colloquium series
with topics ranging from "Logos
and Mythos: Marx and
Buddhism" to "What is Moral
Repair?"
"It's important for students
and others to realize that educa-
tion goes far beyond the class-
room," professor Douglas Allen,
colloquium coordinator, said.
"All the members of the philoso-
phy faculty make suggestions,
meet and discuss possible speak-
ers. We are also open to other
suggestions. We aim to bring in
philosophical speakers who pres-
ent topics of general interest. In
that way, we not only enhance
our philosophy program, but we
also contribute to the educational
mission of the university."
This time around, several
philosophical mega-stars have
been chosen. The bench is deep
with internationally-known
scholars, suCh as University of
Notre Dame professor Fred
Dallmayr, the 2002 Visiting
Scholar in Philosophy, who is
scheduled to speak on the phi-
losophy of Mahatma Gandhi in
late April and University of
Chicago professor Wendy
Doniger, former president of
Sae PMLOSOPHY on page 12
SHAWN CO1 \IN • COURTESY 13110TO
Hope central
in Patinkin's
performance
By Matthew Blake
Small
For The Maine Campus
I often look to entertainment
for escapism. But actor-singer
Mandy Patinkin challenged that
notion on Saturday night.
Instead of leading the audience
away from our recent tragedy in
New York, he led us vyith grace
and compassion into his heart
and his city.
This weekend at the Maine
Center for the Arts Opening
Gala, Patinkin's concert with
pianist Paul Ford reinforced the
claim that sometimes our emo-
tion can best be examined
through song. With the aid of
See PATINKIN on page 12
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Thursday night rocks at Field House
DESIRE • COURTESY PHO I ()
Hailing from Barbados, dEsiRe will play at 7 p.m. on
Thursday, Oct. 18, at the Field House.
Got dEsiRe?
By Sarah Paul
For The Maine Campus
Feeling like the University of
Maine is too far north to attract
any new musical talent? Maybe
you should check out the hottest
new band from the Caribbean,
dEsiRe, that will be performing
at 7 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 18, at
the Field House.
After topping the charts in
Barbados with its No. I single,
"Sun in the Summertime," dEsiRe
has decided to let the United States
have a taste of their Caribbean
rock/fusion. UMaine is just one of
24 colleges across the country the
band will appear at to promote its
second album, "Shine."
"The band all grew up down in
the small island of Barbados listen-
ing to calypso, rock, soca, reggae,
pop, Latin, soul, funk and R&B
and [its] sound makes sense — you
can hear the different influences
rolled into one," the band's Web
site, www.desirerocks.com, states.
This band doesn't mess
around with music, they morph it
into new musical soundscapes.
"dEsiRe has become a rock
group with a sound that finds [its]
roots within a new realm of musi-
cal diversity," the band's promo-
tional biography states. Tunes
combine Adam Atkinson's "sexu-
ally charged vocals" with Brian
Marshall's "sick" guitar, J.J.
McLauren Poulter's cruel bass
and Lance Howell's "rhythmical-
ly-sophisticated" percussion.
According to the band's Web
site, "[the songs] deal with the real-
ities of living on Barbados — it's a
Yi
holiday island and people always
seem to be coming and going, and
living there always puts weird
stresses on relationships — but feel-
ings everyone can relate to."
If you're looking for steel
drums though, you've got the
wrong guys. This group shows
more likeness to Bob Marley,
Crowded House, Toad the Wet
Sproekett, Sting, the Indigo
Girls, u2 and Better Than Ezra.
dEsiRe has a unique sound —
worth checking out just for the
change of pace.
Sponsored by Sunsplash
Tours, Mount Gay Rum, Banks
Brewery, Nestle and others, the
band will be giving away to trips
to Barbados including luxury
accommodations, free air fare and
dinner with the band members.
Lady of the law
busts rock beat
By Mary Beth Keene
For The Maine Campus
Who would have believed the
University of Maine's beloved
Officer Deb Mitchell can be seen
belting out the lyrics to Fuel's
"Hemorrhage," decked out in
leather pants and purple lipstick?
When she's not out patrolling
or slapping the cuffs on people.
Mitchell is the lead singer in the
contemporary rock band Chain
Gang, which will be playing at
Patriotfest at 4 p.m. on Thursday,
Oct. 18, in the Field House.
Mitchell loves her alter ego and
thrives on the power of rock' n'roll.
"The coolest thing about it is
that for three hours I am a rock
star," Mitchell said at a recent
band practice.
She enjoys telling people
she's a cop and then expressing
that she also plays in a rock band.
"It just blows people's
minds," Mitchell said.
Chain Gang plays at local
clubs in the area and also per-
forms at wedding receptions,
where their repertoire consists of
mostly popular dance music. They
play songs such as "Mony, Mony"
and a hard rock version of "Leader
of the Pack." For the students here
at UMaine, you'd most likely hear
Mitchell singing along to Alice in
Chain's "Man in the Box," or
Guns'n'Roses' "Sweet Child 0'
Mine."
"It's one of my favorite places to
perform," Mitchell said. "It's like
my worlds are colliding together."
Mitchell's inspiration comes
from the voices of KD Lang,
Karen Carpenter, Pat Benatar, and
Canadian Kate Bush. Chain Gang
CAMPUS FILE PH010
Officer Deb Mitchell, shown here at a self defense class,
will be performing with her band Chain Gang, at 4:30 p.m.
on Thursday, Oct. 18, at the Feild House for Patriotfest.
plays songs from Van Halen, Alice
in Chains, Creedence Clearwater
Revival, Fleetwood Mac, Heart,
Led Zeppelin, The Rolling Stones
and even Weezer.
One time Mitchell got a call
from a fan who had heard Chain
Gang perform The Rolling Stones'
song, "Dead Flowers." He gasped
into the phone, "Dude, Mick
Jagger is playing one of your
songs!" The band has also written
a great deal of it's own music.
Officer Mitchell began
singing at the early age of four.
"I played drums, piano and
clarinet, but always went back to
singing," Mitchell explained.
In grammar school, her music
teacher noticed Deb's perfect pitch,
but she wouldn't be introduced to
the band until years later in 1990.
"It's a funny story, I was sitting
on the floor at a Christmas party
and next to me I saw some cow-
boy boots," Mitchell said. "I
looked up to the man wearing
them and said 'nice boots.—
The boots belonged to the
band's drummer, and Deb's future
husband, Robbie Gilbert. He told
her that his band was looking for
a singer, Deb tried out and was
immediately offered the lead.
Paul Blaire plays rhythm gui-
tar, Larry York is the lead guitarist
See COPROCK on page 12
Toted "Best New Restaurant" DI 2001 by !Inlet Surveys of imerIca
Re serve from our kitchen until 12:30aral 
//h
h
ACelebrainof the \EWA
301 North Main Street, Old Town, Maine
Phone: 827-897 (reservations accepted)
Serving great food and drink for
Lunch and Dinner every day.
IfURSDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT
UY ONE GET ONE FREE dinners with your college I.D.
feature a different page of the menu each week for
Is bargain deal... could be steaks seafood, pasta, or
burgers and sandwiches. Drink specials all night.
Food served until 12:30am - every night)
VEDXESDA'Y
LADIES MOUT I Riallil Miff
40% off entrees for the ladles!
Our entire martini menu - and a few new ones -
offered in sampler sizes at great pikes!
A Good time to try our Signature Chocolate Martini.
(Did you know that Chocolate Is an aphrodisiac/1)
TUESDAY
Reggae Niglit
You asked for it. You got it))
One of Our best selling cocktails - The Jamaica Me CrazyN -
Is on sale all day on Tuesday. After 9pm we crank
the reggae music and enjoy fruity umbrella drinks.
a sCoold
NONDAY NIGBT FOOTBALL
Rill PRICE IPPLITORS iliD $2.00 BRIET BEERS
When the game kicks off so do $2 draft Beers
When there's a touchdown there's half price appetizers!
Why not cheer for both teams to score!.
FRIDAY
RIM 11001 RAPP1 ENDER
HALF PRICE APPETIZERS 3pm - 6pm and 10pm - 12:30aml
DISCO SATURDAY
9pm - closing we crank the retro disco tunes, drop
the prices of well drinks to $2.50, and sell appetizers at
half price after lOpm. Wear your bell bottoms baby)
Devito Dance'
SUNDAY
Put the books down and relax with a cold Sam Adams
Draft Beer for $2.00. fe1 have football on the
big big screens, a featured Sunday omelette, and
appetizer combo • en are featured
ea
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Hudson
record the lives of people living
naturally and unposed within
their cultures, not as touristy
snapshots.. .1 hope you will feel
the 'tension of the fleeting
moment' in many of these photo-
graphs.. .feel the mystery of how
these different people in their
different culture lived before and
after the fleeting moment that I
have captured for you."
Photographing instances of
everyday life from mothers and
children to people at work, Jack
Baxter has certainly accom-
plished capturing that "fleeting
moment." These snapshots give
vivid glimpses into the lives of
these people.
Connie Baxter Marlow's
exhibit extends onto the walls as
well as in the albums. Her photo-
graphs, all of indigenous families
of the Americas, were taken
between 1991 and 2000.
Connie's vision in her photos is
to "allow us to see the path to
true unity, peace and freedom."
According to Steve
Whittington, that was the vision
of the whole family's collection.
"They wanted to educate
about the diversity of humans
around the world in hopes that a
better understanding will lead to
peace," Whittington said. "This
is a very timely exhibit with the
events of the world now."
The third floor begins Ali Baxter
Marlow's exhibit, "The Uyghur
People of China and Impressions of
Tibet." The first set of photos is
from her trip to a remote region of
China, seeking the world's deepest
Coprock
canyon. This was the first expedi-
tion of western people to the region.
The second set of photos was from
a trip to Tibet.
As did the photographs of her
grandfather, Jack Baxter, Al's
also capture that "fleeting
moment." Her photos are mainly
of the children of these countries.
Although less polished, her pho-
tos are no less stunning.
Along with her photos, Ali
Baxter Marlow provides us with
a deeper glimpse into her trips in
two personal narratives. Even
more amazing than her photo-
graphs is that she was only 18
when she made these incredible
trips and took these photos.
The exhibit closes with photo-
graphs by David Marlow, Connie's
husband. His photos are all of
Native American artifacts. "They
represent the evolving and complex
cultures of the earliest Americans,"
Marlow writes of the artifacts.
His exhibit leads us nicely into
the museum's third new exhibit,
"Fragments of the Ordinary: An
Image of Romania." This is a col-
lection of 15 paintings by Selena
Kimball, an artist from
Brooksville, Maine, with texts by
her friend, cultural anthropolo-
gist, Alyssa Grossman. These are
all paintings of everyday objects
common to the Romanian people.
"Besides being nice paintings,
what makes this exhibit interest-
ing is you begin to get into the
minds of the people from
Romania," Whittington said.
Kimball got all of her ideas
for the paintings from letters
from page 10
from her friend Grossman, while
in Romania, detailing these
objects. Enclosed in the frames,
beneath the paintings are the
descriptions from the letters that
led her to these "visions."
The excerpts are of the small
details of Romanian life
Grossman found intriguing.
Some of the paintings have little
to do with their given excerpts.
Yet being able to read her inspi-
ration allows us not only to enter
the minds of the people from
Romania, but the artist herself.
Along with the three new
exhibits, the Hudson Museum also
houses several permanent exhibits
exploring prehistoric Meso
America, Southwestern Native
American artifacts, the Penobscot
tribe and native communities in
the Arctic, among others.
Walking through the quiet
museum, one notices how empty
it is. Few students take advan-
tage of this experience their uni-
versity has to offer.
"I wish more students at
UMaine would look at what's
here, develop more appreciation
for [it]. In New York people pay
big admission fees for our quali-
ty of exhibits. Right here we
have something amazing and
incredible," Whittington said.
So the next time you're walk-
ing by the Hudson Museum, take
a few minutes to stop in. Hours
are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Tuesday
through Friday, and 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.
The museum is located in the
Maine Center for the Arts.
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and Shane Vanidestine plays bass.
"The one thing we share is
love for music," Mitchell said.
For a while, Mitchell was
even forced to give up her love
of singing. Doctors thought she
had serious throat abrasions and
she would have to stop singing to
keep her voice. Heartbroken,
Mitchell took up horseback rid-
ing. When she finally realized
she was capable of doing some-
thing else besides singing, she
thanked God and miraculously
she got her voice back.
Luckily, she only had bad
allergies, not throat abrasions.
Mitchell loves the duality of
being a cop and a rock star.
"I get the best of both
worlds," Mitchell said.
FOR TIIF ARTS
"Colvin is back and better than ever." -CNN.com
Shawn Colvin
Tuesday, October 16 at 7:00 pm
For all Shawn Colvin's name recognition,
distinguishing her delicate, tranquil voice from that of
Mary Lou Lord or the Sundays' Harriet Wheeler — or
any number of folk and alternative-rock waifs — has
never been easy. Listening to Colvin's new CD, the
moody, maternal and marvelously melodic "Whole
New You", she has truly made her mark in the folk
world.
In 1994 Colvin won Grammys for record and song of
the year for the hit single "Sunny Came Home." In
"Whole New You," she has been putting her domestic
experiences to music while offstage. In writing tunes
for the new collection, Colvin got as personal as she
did for "A Few Small Repairs."
*Bring your student ID (MaineCard) and get your tickets at the Box Office
Wednesday! Box Office hours are Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Rush tickets can also be purchased 90 minutes before the performance.
Patinkin
gifted musical theater composers
Stephen Sondheim, Oscar
Hammerstein and many others,
Patinkin's performance brought
about joy and laughter coupled
with pain and hope.
On tour promoting his latest
solo album (solo is hardly fair —
there are dozens of talented
musicians listed in the album's
credits), Patinkin offered a con-
cert full of welcomed surprise.
His mix of songs around the
theme "Kidults," his album title,
encourage one to look beyond an
initial song interpretation.
Placing Patinkin alone on the
MCA stage with only Ford at
piano and some touring equip-
ment boxes, Eric Cornwell's
design challenged Patinkin's
ability to keep interest on stage.
He met the challenge with
strength and passion. With enor-
mous vocal range — a rich, dra-
matic chest voice and beautiful
falsetto — Patinkin's unique
sound is unmatched by other
contemporary stage performers;
the man can sing.
Particularly moving was
Patinkin's rendition of the
beloved "Cat's in the Cradle." I
also enjoyed his "Bali H'ai"
from a musical I generally
despise, "South Pacific." Rather
than shy away from his previous
work, Patinkin skillfully wove
numbers into the concert from
his roles in "Evita," "Sunday in
the Park with George" and oth-
ers. Patinkin employed a fresh
perspective on these songs from
Philosophy
from page 10
stage, as well as from popular
music.
Whether with his wit, charm
or sensitivity, Patinkin's ability
to move an audience is amazing.
He shared intimate details about
his humorous experience with
the supposedly hair-increasing
Propecia drug. He gave a
detailed narrative about the tribu-
lations while choosing his
wardrobe for the tour. Patinkin's
delivery converted the mundane
into the unique.
Patinkin recognizes his power
and influence as a performer.
His incorporation of several
songs in Yiddish, including the
stirring "God Bless America" in
front of a stage-sized American
flag, inspired the message of
acceptance and unity of cultures.
His words about the experience
of Sept. 11 came from both his
own account and his son's per-
spective, emphasizing the con-
nection between child and adult.
Closing with "You've Got to
Be Carefully Taught" from
"South Pacific" and "Children
Will Listen," from "Into the
Woods," was a poignant
reminder of the delicate relation-
ship between generations in this
time of uncertainty. Patinkin is
among the best musical theater
performers I've seen to date.
Following the performance,
Patinkin greeted audience mem-
bers in the lobby to collect for his
charity, which will donate some
money to help victims and their
families from the recent tragedy.
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the American Academy of
Religion and the Association
for Asian Studies, whose topic
is still yet to be announced for
her April 4 presentation next
semester.
"We usually have a good
turnout, and we always have
lively discussions after the pre-
sentations," Allen said.
The series kickoff will feature
a talk at 12:30 p.m. on Thursday,
Oct. 18, by long-time UMaine
visitor and Washington College
professor Kevin Brien.
Brien will speak on "Marx
after Marxism: The Humanistic
Marx" in the Coe Lounge of
Memorial Union.
On Oct. 18, at 4 p.m. at the
Maples, Brien will delve into
"Logos and Mythos: Marx and
Buddhism."
"He will argue that there is a
humanistic Marx, often distorted
by later Marxism, that has much
value to offer us today," stated
promotional materials for the
series.
An earlier version of this talk
was presented in July 2001 at an
international conference in
Poland.
Having recently developed a
second career as a professional
photographer, professor Edwin
Martin is expected to draw in a
diverse crotvd.
"His presentation should be of
great interest to many in new
media studies, communication
and journalism, photography, art
and other disciplines," a recent
flyer stated.
Professor Edwin Martin will
treat all with a discussion titled
"The Mechanisms of Pictorial
Representation: Is Pictorial
Representation Conventional
or Natural?" at 4 p.m. on
Thursday, Nov. 1, at the
Maples. Dr. Martin is a former
chair of the philosophy depart-
ment at Indiana University and
North Carolina State
University and currently
resides in Bangor.
Fordham University professor
Margaret Urban Walker is the
John M. Rezendes Ethics
Lecturer. Her presentation is at 1
p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 29, in
100 Neville Hall.
Walker is an Anglo-
American ethical theory and
feminist critical theory spe-
cialist and has authored the
book "Moral Understandings:
A Feminist Study in Ethics."
Walker's lecture has been
billed as "...especially rele-
vant after the tragedies of
Sept. 11," as she will be dis-
cussing "What is Moral
Repair? — The Moral Meanings
and Limits of Responses to
Wrongdoing."
Funding for the fall series is
made possible by the John M.
Rezendes Ethics Fund, the phi-
losophy department's Visiting
Scholar fund and grants from
both the Marshall Dodge
Memorial Fund and the Cultural
Affairs/Distinguished Lecture
Series. All presentations are
free of charge and open to the
general public.
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This Week
Tuesday, Oct. 16
Field hockey at Davidson
12 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 17
Volleyball vs. New Brunswick
Exhibition • 7 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 19
Men's soccer vs. Hartford
3 p.m.
Women's soccer at Hartford
7 p.m.
Men's hockey at North Dakota
8:35 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 20
Football vs. Villanova
12 p.m.
Women's hockey at Colgate
2 p.m.
Volleyball at Stony Brook
4 p.m.
Men's hockey at North Dakota
8:35 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 21
Men's soccer vs. Vermont
12 p.m.
Women's soccer at Vermont
12 p.m.
Field hockey at Northeastern
12 p.m.
Women's hockey at Colgate
2 p.m.
Volleyball at Hartford
a double overtime playoff loss.
This was the same MJ who
was asked to carry the Chicago
Bulls. But with teammates like
Brad Sellers and Orlando
Woolridge and coach Doug
Collins, his team could only get
past Craig Ehlo and the
Cleveland Cavaliers.
And then a funny thing hap-
pened on the way to Springfield.
Along came the margin team-
mates like Scottie Pippen,
Horace Grant and John Paxon,
coached by Phil Jackson, and a
legend was suddenly born.
Retirement, baseballs and bus
rides later, MJ made the first
comeback.
In my opinion, the post-base-
ball Jordan was the best of all.
Gone was some of the athleti-
cism. He couldn't jump out of the
arena any more. Allen Iverson
nearly broke Jordan's ankles with
a cross-over his rookie year.
But this Jordan was mentally
tough. When others would break
down and tire, he was still going.
And that turn-around jumper was
unstoppable. All the fans in the
gym knew it was coming when
he had the defender on his back.
Yet it surprised everyone and it
never missed its mark. That
defender even knew it was com-
ing, but he was powerless.
The image that played in my
brain post-retirement I, was the
shot against the Jazz in 1998.
Arm and hand extended, as if to
savor what he thought was the
final shot in his career.
Now he's back, to create new
images. He's come almost full cir-
cle-less than marginal teammates
and coached by Doug Collins.
But he wouldn't be playing if
he wasn't going to be good.
Some nights he'll be great, like
Saturday against the Heat. But
that will probably only come
when he can expose a slower for-
ward or a smaller guard. On oth-
ers he'll look pedestrian, unable
to stop his man.
I don't expect the new rule
changes to be of much help to
him. Teams won't play too much
of a zone against the Wizards.
There is not much of a reason to
collapse the middle on Christian
Laettner, especially if MJ is
shooting lights out.
He wouldn't be playing if he
couldn't be good, or even very
good. But it won't happen every
night until he gets injured. But why
would he want to struggle on a
We're not like every
other high-tech company.
We're hiring.
No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding
your first job. Of course, it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth. To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airforce.com.
%.
44)*
•
U.S. AIR FORCE
CLASSIFIEDS
MISCELLANEOUS
LEGAL SERVICES FOR
UNDERGRADUATES-Free
consultation. Service of
Student Government. M-
W-TH; 581-1789
I OOOOO • • • • • OOOOO • •
Gay/Les/Bi/Trans/Questio
ning? Coffee Talk--207
Little Hall. Every Tuesday
7p.m.-8:30p.m.
OOOOOOO • • • • • • • • • •
Short of Time for exer-
cise? Then come to my
step class Tues & Thur 6-
7pm 15month. Call 827-
6682 if interested. 
nks, Food, and Parties
OOOOOO • • • • • • • • • • •
TRAVEL
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida. Now hiring
Campus Reps. 1-800-234-
7007 or
endlesssummertours.com
OOOOOOOO • • • • • • • • • •
#1 SPRINGBREAK
operator! Check our
Website for the best
deals! www.vagabond-
tours.com Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica &
Florida. Group organizers
EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH...Call today! 1-866-
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Spring Break with STS,
Americas #1 Student Tour
operator. Promote trips
on-campus, earn cash
and free trips.
Info/Reservations 1-800-
6 4 8 - 4 8 4 9 .
www.ststravel.com
SPRING BREAK 2002 FREE
MEALS for a limited time!!
FREE parties, drinks, and
exclusive events! Visit
www.SUNSPLASHTOURS.co
m for details or Call 1-
8 0 0 - 4 2 6 - 7 7 1 0 .
"IT'S A NO BRAINER."
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Spring Break
-Nassau/
Paradise Island, Cancun
and Jamaica from $459.
Air, Hotel, Transfers,
Parties and More!
Organize small group-
earn FREE trips plus com-
missions! Call 1-800-GET-
SUN-1!
OOOOO • • • • • • OOOOO • •
HELP WANTED
Fraternities* Sororities*
Clubs* Student Groups*
Earn $1,000-$2000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising
event. Does not involve
credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are M-
I
quickly, so call today!
Con t a ct
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com 
FOR RENT
Bangor-Housemate
wanted. $300/month utils
Included. Lg apt w/
Wash/dryer, office space,
dinning rm. Call Wes
#941-8916
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Advertise in . eClassi ieds
3
 
lines....
2 days
$9!
Call 581-
1273 today!
• • • • • • • • •'• • • • • • • •
wit
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Volleyball team loses Voss; splits pair of games
By Eric Russell
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine vol-
leyball team split a pair of con-
ference matches during the
weekend at home, but the loss of
senior Leah Voss, an All-
Conference First Team selection
last season, could affect the
Black Bears even more.
Voss had to sit out both
matches this weekend and may
miss the rest of the year after
allegedly competing in a Brewer
recreational league.
The Black Bears rallied
around the loss of one of its top
players to defeat Drexel on
Saturday, 3-1 (30-19, 28-30, 31-
29, 30-24). UMaine moved to
.500 after the Drexel win, both
Hockey
overall (8-8) and in the confer-
ence (2-2).
But America East-leading
Towson University came in on
Sunday to defeat the Black Bears
3-1 (30-20, 30-24, 28-30, 30-22).
"I think we had a tough situa-
tion going into these two match-
es and I think we responded
pretty well," head coach Sue
Medley said.
The Black Bears couldn't
carry the momentum of
Saturday's win into the match
against a tough Towson team.
The Tigers proved somewhat
vulnerable as UMaine managed
to take the third game, but
Towson, now 19-1 on the season,
was a little more experienced and
confident.
"So far we have lost to the top
three teams in the conference 1-3
(New Hampshire), 2-3
(Northeastern), and 1-3
(Towson)," Medley said after the
game Sunday. "Sure I would
have liked to pick up one of
those wins, but right now I know
we can compete with the top
teams."
Claire Poliquin was held in
check by the Towson middle
blockers, but still managed nine
kills and six block assists. Senior
Adrienne Poplawski came up big
for the Black Bears in the losing
effort, recording team-highs in
kills with 13 and block assists
with 9.
UMaine is now 8-9 on the
year, 2-3 in America East play.
The Black Bears moved to the
.500 mark on Saturday after a
victory against Drexel.
"I thought we played hard
against Drexel and I thought we
executed very well," Medley said.
UMaine looked sharp on
Saturday, in part because of the
play of sophomore middle block-
er Poliquin. Going into the
Drexel match, Poliquin had piled
up 80 kills in her last seven
matches for an average of 3.33
and a hitting percentage of .447.
She continued her hot streak with
a career-high 26 kills against
Drexel.
The recent power surge has
vaulted Poliquin into fifth place
in America East in hitting per-
centage (.306) and she trails only
Voss on the team in kills (2.92
per game). She also leads the
squad in blocks (54).
"Claire's been coming on
increasingly over the course of
the season," Medley said. "I
think she has been playing as
well if not better than most of our
hitters and she did a great job for
us this weekend."
Poplawski helped anchor the
middle against Drexel with 18
kills and 10 digs. Sophomore set-
ter Cheryl Elliott had a team-
high 14 digs and 58 assists.
They will play an exhibition
match on Wednesday at home
against the University of New
Brunswick. The Black Bears
have a contingent of five
Canadian players.
UMaine hits the road next
weekend with stops at confer-
ence opponents Stony Brook and
Hartford.
"We're right on the turning
the corner point and we're fight-
ing hard," Medley said. "We just
have to keep believing."
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players got really frustrated and
they shouldn't have."
"We weren't as hungry
tonight," UMaine senior
defenseman Peter Metcalf said
after the game. "We give a lot of
credit to them, but we weren't
here to play the game we did last
night."
Metcalf called the domination
of Moncton and Bowling Green
in the first two games "a recipe
for disaster," but went on to say
the team can learn from this and
play better for the rest of the
year.
UMaine also lost two players
during the game, one to injury
and one to a mandatory suspen-
sion. John Ronan injured his
shoulder in the first period and is
expected to be out for at least a
few weeks. Lucas Lawson was
given a major penalty and game
misconduct for a hit from behind
late in the second. By NCAA
rules, he will be suspended from
UMaine's next game.
The loss to St. Cloud State
came one night after the team
looked invincible in a 9-1 drub-
bing of the Bowling Green
Falcons in the second semifinal
of the Ice Breaker Cup.
"We played with a good
tempo," UMaine interim coach
Tim VVhitehead said after Friday
night's win. "We stayed out of
the penalty box, for the most
part, and I'm pleased with the
effort."
UMaine dominated from the
opening faceoff and never let up.
Fourteen Black Bears scored at
least one point and seven had
two or more. Forward Todd
Jackson and defenseman Francis
Nault led the charge, each scor-
ing two goals with an assist.
Michael Schutte added a goal
and two assists.
UMaine also got goals from
Lucas Lawson, Colin Shields,
Robert Liscak and John Ronan.
Shields' goal came after a
breakaway down the left wing.
He let a blistering wrist shot go,
beating Tyler Masters high to the
glove side.
"I was excited and nervous at
the start," Shields said. "After
my goal, the team started to play
well and we got a few goals, and
we relaxed and played well."
Shields was moved onto the
top line with Schutte and Martin
Kariya for the weekend, which
he thought helped.
"They're both great players,"
he said. "They pass well and see
the ice well."
Everyone in the locker room
seemed a little surprised by the
thorough domination the Black
St. Cloud goaltender Peter Morland keeps an eye on Micheal
behind the net in UMaine's 6-2 loss Saturday night.
Bears gave Bowling Green.
"I'm surprised at the score,
but I'm not surprised how well
we played," Jackson said after
the game. "We've been working
for this since our last game last
season. There's been a lot of
emotion lately, and we carried it
through the game."
"I didn't expect a win like
this," Whitehead said. "Bowling
Green is a great program that's
well-coached. I'm not sure
where that came from, to be hon-
est. Our guys wanted to do well,
EXPLORATION THERAPY
is based on the realization that a human being needs to continue the adventure of
encountering reality. Exploring our experience is therapeutic, particularly if we can
actually work on our openness to new impressions. It is necessary to loosen the
grip of our prejudices. For example, the assumption that science explains our
experience, which is implicit in many aspects of modern American culture, is a real
barrier to open exploration. The determination that religious doctrine will explain
our experience (which is often erroneously called "faith") is another barrier.
In the light of recent events, many Americans appear to exist in a kind of hypnotic
trance. Our addiction to television has caused the image of the terrible attacks to
be endlessly repeated and impressed on our passive minds. We accept incompre-
hensible statements by our leaders, and affirm that we are "united". Exploration
Therapy is about looking at the reality of our life as experienced by us individually.
Protecting our lives is good, but what are we living for?
Exploration Therapy will be offered primarily in open groups. Material at each
meeting will respond directly to the concerns brought forward on that occasion by
participants. Meetings may be attended as frequently or infrequently as desired.
For more information, please contact Kerry Millay, M.ED. at 667-4599.
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Schutte as he plays the puck
since we're hosting this tourna-
ment."
"Maine played with a passion
and desire that was tremen-
dous," Bowling Green coach
Buddy Powers said. "They're
sense of purpose was tremen-
dous, and we couldn't come
close to matching it.
The Black Bears head to
North Dakota to play two
games against the Fighting
Sioux next weekend in the
brand new 11,500 seat Ralph
Englestad Arena.
Reduce the possibility of contracting a sexually
transmitted disease including HIV/AIDS.
Use a Condom.
Maine's Bi-Weekly Newspaper The Maine Campus
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Football team wins third straight; whips Huskies 21-9
By Matthew Hrltz
Staff Reporter
The University of Maine foot-
ball team extended its winning
streak to three games with a 21-9
defeat of the Northeastern
Huskies on Saturday.
"This is three weeks in a row
that our defense has not allowed
a touchdown," head coach Jack
Cosgrave said of his 4-1 Black
Bears. The team is 3-1 in
Atlantic-10 conference play.
UMaine managed the only
score of the first half when quar-
terback Jake Eaton found wide
receiver Stefan Gomes for a 16-
yard touchdown pass on the
Black Bears' first possession of
the game.
The Huskies got on the board
in the beginning of the second
half, when kicker Colin Gaynor
connected on a 40-yard field
goal. Tailback L.J. McKanas,
who rushed for 167 yards in the
game, keyed the 3:20 scoring
drive with two 30-yard runs.
On the ensuing kickoff,
UMaine's Lennard Byrd slid out
of bounds at his own seven-yard
line. That did not deter the Black
Bears, as the team marched on an
11-play, 93-yard touchdown
scoring drive.
The drive was fueled by two
Paris Minor catches. Minor first
caught a 64-yard pass from
Eaton, bringing the Black Bears
to the Northeastern 19-yard line.
After a Black Bear penalty,
Eaton converted on fourth down
and 16 with an 18-yard toss to
Minor at the Northeastern 7-yard
line. Fullback John Gelsonimo
scored a touchdown from the
one to put UMaine up 14-3.
"That fourth down play was
just a great team effort," Eaton
said. "The guys gave me some
time to throw and I was able to
step up (into the pocket] and
make a safe throw."
The nail in the coffin came in
the fourth quarter when defensive
back Devon Goree collected his
second interception of the after-
noon and returned it 20 yards to
the Northeastern nine-yard line.
Two plays later, Eaton hit Gomes
from 14 yards out for his second
touchdown pass of the day.
"We haven't had a lot of
turnovers this year, but that has
Voss
always been part of our defense,"
Cosgrove said after the game.
"We talked about that this week
and it's good that we got a few
today."
UMaine junior linebacker
Stephen Cooper was named A-10
Defensive Player of the Week for
his 12 tackle performance.
Cooper had 10 unassisted tack-
les, two tackles for a loss, two
pass breakups and an intercep-
tion in the win. It was his third
consecutive game with double-
digit solo tackles.
The Black Bears finally gave
up a touchdown, the first since
the Sept. 22 loss to Hofstra,
when Northeastern's Quentin
Mitchell returned a punt 50 yards
for a touchdown with 7:01 left in
the game. UMaine has not given
up an offensive touchdown in 12'
quarters. It is the first time that
UMaine has held an opponent to
less than 10 points in three
straight games since 1965.
UMaine is 4-1 for the first
time since 1998 and the 3-1
league start is the best since
1989. The Black Bears also
ended a six-game road-losing
streak that began after UMaine
last defeated the Huskies on Nov.
6, 1999.
UMaine entertains Villanova
for Homecoming weekend on
Saturday, Oct. 20, at noon.
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amateur competition. You may
compete outside of your
declared playing and practice
season as a member of an out-
side team in any noncollegiate,
amateur competition during any
official vacation period."
An exception to the above is:
"In men's and women's soccer,
women's volleyball, field hockey
and men's water polo, you may
compete on outside amateur teams
during the spring outside of the
institution's playing and practice
seasons, provided such ;,articipa-
tion occurs no earlier than May 1."
UMaine
quarterback
Jake Eaton
OW scores a
touchdown
in a 14-3 vic-
tory against
the
Richmond
Spiders last
week.
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TIAA
CREF
Come to our seminar
on Women and
Investinf.
Date:
Wednesday, 10.17.01
Time:
1:00 - 2:00 pm
Place:
Corbett Hall,
Room 220
One-on-One Counseling.
Get personal financial
guidance to help
you reach your
financial goals.
Date: Wednesday, 10.17.01
Times: 8:00 - 12:00 pm
2:30 - 4:30 pm
Place: Corbett Hall,
Room 143A
Date. Thursday, 10.18.01
Time: 8:00 - 3:30 pm
Place: Corbett Hall,
Room 143A
RSVP:
Call Kathleen Bell
at 531.2360
Take control of your
finances with the right
tools, resources and
strategies that reflect
the fact that you need
more retirement money
than do men. For over
80 years, TIAA-CREF
has been managing
retirement portfolios
for the world's sharpest
minds. Sign-up today.
MEN ARE FROM
MARS
AND WOMEN
NEED THEIR OWN
RETIREMENT
PLANS.
Managing money for people
with other things
581.2360 • TIAA-CREF,
TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products. For more complete information on our securities
products, call 1800 842-2776, ext. 5509. for prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest. Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (IM), New York, NY and flAA-
CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance and annuities. TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. Investment products are not FDIC insured. may
lose value and are not bank guaranteed. 0 2001 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association --- College Retirement Equities Fund (TIM -Can. New York. NY 08/70
Sports "This is three weeks in a row that our defensehas not allowed a touchdown."
— University of Maine head football coach Jack Cosgrove
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Hockey team finishes second in Ice Breaker Is he still
Air Jordan?
Team wins opener against Bowling Green, drops final to St. Cloud
CAMPP, PH01() • Fiu t) NICHOLS
Francis Nault sends a blast, and parts of his stick, into sophomore St. Cloud State defenseman Jeff Finger as Peter Moreland
watches from the goal. St. Cloud beat UMaine 6-2 in the Ice Breaker Cup finals.
By Jeff Mannlx
Staff Reporter
The University of Maine
men's ice hockey team, after
impressive victories in its first
two games, fell 6-2 to the St.
Cloud State Huskies in the cham-
pionship game of the Ice Breaker
Cup Saturday night.
The Black Bears couldn't keep
the emotion and drive from
Friday's victory against the
Bowling Green Falcons going
into the title game as St. Cloud
scored two shorthanded goals and
capitalized on UMaine mistakes
to win the four team tournament.
UMaine went ahead early
when Tom Reimann, from his
point position on the power play,
found Colin Shields in the low
left slot. Shields banked a one-
timer off goalie Jake Moreland's
pad and into the net for a 1-0
UMaine lead.
A short-handed goal by Matt
Hendricks at 14:43 of the first
period tied the score.
Mike Doyle put St. Cloud
ahead 2-1 with his first of two
goals in the game at the 2:26
mark of the second period.
Shields tied the game at 8:03
in the second period with anoth-
er power play goal, but St.
Cloud took over from there.
Doyle's second goal, at 10:51 in
the second period, was the game
winner.
Mark Hartigan scored the
fourth goal on a short-handed
breakaway. Nate DiCasmirro and
Joe Motzko scored goals in the
*third to ice it.
"We have some real high-skill
guys," St. Cloud coach Craig
Dahl said. "If you make a mis-
take, we can usually find a way
to put the puck in the net."
"The game turned around in
the first period," Whitehead said.
"We got frustrated at not scoring
a lot on the power play. We were
scoring easily last night, and we
got the first one early, but we had
trouble scoring after that. The
See HOCKEY on page 14
Voss faces sanctions for infractions
By Joseph Bethony
Sports Editor
University of Maine women's
volleyball senior outside hitter
Leah Voss' eligibility for the rest
of her Black Bear career may be in
jeopardy after reports that she par-
ticipated in a recreational volley-
ball league came to light this past
weekend.
According to Saturday's
Bangor Daily News, Voss partic-
ipated in a Brewer recreational
league where she signed a release
to play and is listed as a member
of a team, the BDN reported.
It is currently uncertain whether
Leah Voss.
the participation will result in Voss
being dismissed from the team, but
head coach Sue Medley decided to
sit Voss out this weekend against
Drexel and Towson until the mat-
ter is investigated.
"There was an accusation of
an NCAA violation, and as a
coach of the program, if the
question is eligibility you have to
hold that player out of competi-
tion," Medley said after
Sunday's loss to Towson.
UMaine Athletics Director
Suzanne Tyler could not be
reached for comment.
Voss, in her second year at
UMaine, was the Black Bear's
Most Valuable Player last season
and first-team All America Fast
selection after transferring from
Baltimore County Community
College-Catonsville. Last season
she set UMaine all-time records for
kills and digs. The Black Bears are
currently 8-9 on the season and 2-3
in America East Conference play.
The question of Voss' eligibil-
ity stems from NCAA regula-
tions, which state that an athlete
who is within his or her athletic
season may not participate in out-
side competition.
According to 2001/02 NCAA
regulations, Bylaw 14.7.1 and
14.7.1.1 reads: "You are not eli-
gible in your sport for the
remainder of the year and the
next academic year if, during
the academic year, you compet-
ed as a member of any outside
team in any non-collegiate,
Sae VOSS on page 15
Joseph
Bethony
Sports Editor
Michael Jordan began the
third epoch in his professional
basketball career last Thursday
night in Detroit.
He scored eight points and
grabbed three rebounds in only
17 minutes of action.
Extrapolated over a full game,
Michael would have scored
about 24 points with nine
rebounds, nearly seven points
below his career average.
Extrapolated numbers are
somewhat misleading though.
My high school basketball career
numbers, extrapolated over the
course of an entire game, would
suggest that I scored 64 points
and grabbed 32 rebounds. Of
course, this is based on my scor-
ing two points in one minute of
play.
MJ silenced most of his critics
when he scored 18 points in the
first quarter in Miami on
Saturday.
"A lot of things have been
said that can feed to my motiva-
tion," Jordan said after
Saturday's game. "People are
jumping ahead of themselves,
saying I don't look like I should.
A lot of people don't look like
they should in the first preseason
game. A lot of those comments
were preliminary comments."
Those who said and thought
this latest comeback, myself
included, was a bad idea are not
quite silenced yet. Michael has
not yet had to suffer through a
long road trip, back-to-back
games or the inevitable long los-
ing streak in Washington, all of
which will test his motivation for
playing with the Wizards.
Whether Michael can sus-
tain the numbers he has put up
over the first two games is
questionable.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, the
most successful geriatric basket-
bailer ever, averaged 23.4 points
for the Lakers at age 38, Jordan's
current age. But then again, cen-
ter is a less taxing position and
Jabbar had to face maybe five or
six elite athletes during the year.
I prefer to remember the ath-
letic Jordan who came into the
league in 1984. This was the
young and brash MJ from North
Carolina who wore gold chains
and could dunk from the free-
throw line. This was the MJ who
would duel with Dominique
Wilkens for room on the high-
light reels. This was the MJ who
lit up the Celtics for 63 points in
Soo AIR JORDAN on page 13
